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CERT Research Vision

Thomas Longstaff
Deputy Director, CERT
Software Engineering Institute
Carnegie Mellon University

Our 2006 research projects are a carefully chosen mix of continuations from 2005 and new starts that reflect the changing nature of computer security. CERT researchers in function extraction continue to produce ever more capable prototypes that explore Intel binary code, searching for the complete behavior of the program, both expected and surprising. We have helped form the vision of ultra-large-scale systems of the future (http://www.sei.cmu.edu/uls) and broadened a security vision that addresses insider threat, network flow analysis, and dynamic worm response.

This report reflects the broad nature of our projects as we push the frontiers of securing our critical systems. In addition to our researchers’ projects, 2006 brought new collaborations and partnerships. As members of a research institution, we have always focused on transition of our research results and have historically accomplished this through publications, government pilot projects, and collaborative agreements with private industry. Now we have significantly enhanced our transition activities with new collaborations; two examples are our work with the Center for Identity Management and Identity Protection and the Information Technology Process Institute.

We participate in the Center for Identity Management and Identity Protection along with Utica College, the Federal Bureau of Investigation, U.S. Secret Service, LexisNexis, IBM, TransUnion, Indiana University, and the Case Center. Through this collaboration, we are able to apply our expertise to the nationally critical problem of identity theft, as well as offer our expertise and research results to the companies and law enforcement agencies that can take immediate action to address the threat.

We are collaborating with the Information Technology Process Institute (ITPI) to help promote best practices and methodologies for IT administrators and managers. The ITPI sponsors research to identify which practices and methodologies really make a difference in the security and profitability of organizations. The ITPI uses these results to further develop evaluation methods and publications that dramatically improve organizations’ overall security and survivability. CERT is working closely with the ITPI in both research and in the development of IT professionals.
Within the CERT Program, we are taking advantage of our research results by developing products for our U.S. government, industry, and international customers. For example, we are working with US-CERT (http://www.us-cert.gov) to produce the “Build Security In” web site, which provides a wealth of knowledge and practices gained from our research and collaborations (http://buildsecurityin.us-cert.gov). We are applying the results of our research in function extraction (FX), which automates the calculation of software’s functional behavior to the maximum extent possible, to support our analysis of malware and vulnerabilities. We are incorporating our research results on insider threat into course material for our Virtual Training Environment (http://vte.cert.org). All these efforts ensure that our research does not simply remain on a shelf or in conference proceedings but is used to solve difficult problems in network security.

The CERT vision for the future is built along these lines of research, prototyping, collaboration, and transition. Through each of these activities, we address the rapidly changing set of networked systems and security vulnerabilities that we face daily. Solving these problems involves incremental improvements in security. It also entails disruptive changes—leaps forward—in security technology that change the way we perceive the problem. Making progress in both ways requires a balanced and cooperative approach.

Our incremental approaches to security include improving our ability to analyze network behavior, measure and promote best practices for security, and apply security architectures to environments such as electric power systems and embedded computing. These projects are essential to the continual improvement of security in our current environment; we cannot wait for a future breakthrough to come along before we address our current vulnerabilities.

Just as important, however, is our research that is designed to redefine the way we look at the security problem. In our FX work, we hope to change the way code is created and integrated, making the complete behavior of the code evident at the same time the code is created. Similarly, with our integration work, we support an environment where the integration of components can be well understood before we deploy them in a hostile environment. For these projects to be successful, we must shift our perspective on software development—from an art form with few constraints to a science of design that can compute the essential properties of software before it is created. This change is one of the key contributions we hope to make to the ultra-large-scale systems of the future.

The main difference between the security solutions available today and those we envision is a shift from reactive to predictive security. Today’s solutions revolve around detection and response for security problems. Whether this be patching vulnerable software, tracking down an active bot network, or detecting a scan, we spend much of our resources on reacting to security problems. Our preventative solutions tend to be designed to repel known attacks, viruses, worms, and other problems.

On the other hand, predictive security involves the rigorous analysis of new and existing designs to predict where the security problems will arise in order to manage that risk before the implementation begins. To achieve this, we need to gain a deeper understanding of how our systems are susceptible to security flaws and to generate the alternative designs necessary to create systems that inherently require fewer responses to security problems. The achievement of these predictive technologies will change the nature of system protection; they are the core of our projects that we hope will result in major advances in disruptive solutions.

You will see evidence of other potentially disruptive technologies in the subsequent pages of this report as well as our incremental progress in achieving security in the current computing environment. Behind all these projects is a vision of the future that includes a scientifically rigorous understanding of every level of activity in our networked systems. We should never have network activity that cannot be linked to software behavior we understand and can predict.

We are striving for an environment where the complexities of software and networked systems can be managed through computation and analysis, where criminal behavior can be identified and attributed to the source, and where we are confident in the protection of our identity. We are also working to effectively train and equip our cyber-enabled workforce to take full advantage of this understood and predictable environment to produce value without fear of having that value stolen or misused.

This vision is not without significant challenges. Our current and future research agenda will continue to address the most difficult aspects of achieving this vision, both along paths we can see and those that may surprise us. We welcome participation with other organizations that feel as we do—that the networked environment of the future can be a place that is secure and well understood. If you see projects and ideas in this report that spark your imagination, work with us to help reach for this new, safer networked world.
Executive Summary

Reporting on the period ending September 30, 2006

The CERT Program at Carnegie Mellon University’s Software Engineering Institute concentrates on the technical basis for preventing security flaws and vulnerabilities from occurring in the first place, for identifying them once they have occurred, and for preserving essential services if a system is penetrated and compromised. We recognize that we must focus on multiple strategies for prevention, detection, and recovery from cybersecurity attacks. Our agenda consists of three elements: research, technology development, and technology transfer.

In our research activities, we aim to replace informal methods with precise software and security engineering. In our technology development work, we create software and security standards, technologies, and automation. In technology transfer, we work with clients to incorporate results into key acquisition and development projects. We also provide training and other materials such as published books and articles to support technology transfer.

While all of these elements are necessary to achieve success, the focus of this report is on CERT’s research work. Our research agenda is driven by the need to develop theoretical foundations and engineering methods to ensure the security of critical systems and systems of systems. We believe the projects described in this report are necessary elements in support of this agenda. We provide brief abstracts for our major research projects, followed by more detailed descriptions of the projects. We also describe additional research activities, our publications, and technical leadership activities.

LEVANT: Protocols for Anonymity and Traceability Tradeoffs

The LEVANT (Levels of Anonymity and Traceability) project is addressing the engineering challenge of balancing the apparently conflicting needs of privacy and security with respect to the traceability of cyber attacks. LEVANT researchers are investigating the feasibility of a disciplined engineering design of Internet protocols (in the context of key policy issues) to allow optimal, fine-grained tradeoffs between traceability and anonymity to be made on the basis of specific mission requirements.

RAVE: Network Flow Visualization

Fully automated analysis is a valuable tool for network situational awareness, but few techniques can discern subtle patterns in noisy data as well as human visual inspection. The CERT Network Situational Awareness Group has developed the Retrospective Analysis and Visualization Environment (RAVE), an operational environment for generating visualizations and making them available to presentation applications.

The team has used RAVE to investigate improvements to the presentation of time-series network flow data and explore ways of characterizing host behavior. A particular challenge in automated visualization of volatile data such as network flow is that very few assumptions can be made about the data to facilitate visualization. In the detailed description of RAVE, the impact of this challenge on the work and how the team has overcome it is discussed.

Port and Payload Agnostic Application Identification

To properly understand the threats that a network faces, network administrators must access current, accurate information about the composition of their networks. However, the considerable expense of continuous traffic monitoring and deep packet examination raises the need for a method that can identify applications without relying on payload.

This effort is focused on application identification without reliance on payload or dependence on the port number. By developing behavioral tests, CERT researchers can create accurate methods for classifying traffic and inventorying the network’s behavior, even when the payload or port number is untrustworthy. The premise of this approach is that an application’s design has definite goals that influence its behavior over a network.

For its analysis, the team uses network flow data that is classified and fed into various behavioral tests that are calibrated to identify existing applications. CERT has developed a small behavioral dictionary for identifying BitTorrent clients using this methodology, resulting in a technique that has been highly effective.

SQUARE: Requirements Engineering for Improved System Security

It is well recognized in industry that requirements engineering is critical to the success of any major development project. Security requirements, however, tend to be developed independently of the rest of the requirements engineering activity. As a result, security requirements that are specific to the system and that provide for protection of essential services and assets are often neglected.

Through the SQUARE project, CERT researchers have developed an end-to-end process for security requirements engineering to help organizations build security into the early stages of the production life cycle. The SQUARE methodology consists of nine steps that generate a final deliverable of categorized and prioritized security requirements. The process has been baseline and several case studies with real-world clients have shown that the methodology holds good promise for incorporation into industry practice. CERT has prototyped a computer-aided software engineering (CASE) tool to support each stage of the SQUARE process.
STAR*Lab: A Software Development Laboratory for Security Technology Automation and Research

STAR*Lab is an internal software development laboratory that CERT has established to create theory-based prototype automation that provides operational solutions to challenge problems in security and software engineering. STAR*Lab is currently engaged in the Function Extraction for Software Assurance project, and is ready to expand application of function extraction technology in four projects: Computational Security Attributes, Automated Correctness Verification, Automated Component Composition, and Flow-Service-Quality Engineering.

STAR*Lab Function Extraction for Software Assurance: Engineering Automation for Computing Software Behavior

STAR*Lab recognizes the importance of software assurance to national defense. Software assurance depends on knowing and verifying the complete behavior of software, because behavior that is not known can contain errors, vulnerabilities, and malicious content. To help address this need, CERT is conducting research and development on the emerging technology of function extraction (FX). The goal of this project is to compute the behavior of software to the maximum extent possible with mathematical precision. Computation of the behavior of malicious code is of particular interest, to enable analysts to quickly determine intruder objectives and develop countermeasures.

STAR*Lab Computational Security Attributes: Engineering Automation for Software Security Analysis

In the current state of practice, security properties of software systems are assessed through error-prone, labor-intensive human evaluation. The result is imprecise and a priori assertions that can be of limited value in the dynamics of system operation in threat environments where security attributes can change quickly. This project focuses on automated analysis of security properties, with the ultimate goal of providing foundations to help transform security engineering into a theory-based computational discipline.

STAR*Lab Automated Correctness Verification: Engineering Automation for Software Assurance

In the current state of practice in software engineering, no practical means exists for automated, large-scale correctness verification of software with respect to intended behavior. As a result, much time and energy is devoted to inspection and testing activities that can provide only limited evidence of correctness. The objective of this project is to develop a proof-of-concept prototype of a function verification system that will analyze the correctness of programs.

STAR*Lab Automated Component Composition: Engineering Automation for Understanding System Behavior

Modern systems are characterized by large-scale heterogeneous networks with many components that must be correctly integrated to achieve mission objectives. It is often the case that the components are complex systems in their own right and must be dynamically combined to provide end-to-end capabilities. System integration today is a complex, labor-intensive process that can take months or even years for large systems. The objective of this project is to develop a proof-of-concept prototype of a component composition system that will help determine the net effect of combining components in network architectures.

STAR*Lab Flow-Service-Quality (FSQ) Engineering: Foundations for Developing Network-Centric Systems

FSQ engineering provides foundations for mastering complexity and improving survivability in analysis and development of large-scale, network-centric systems. The objective of the FSQ project is to define rigorous engineering methods for developing complex systems that are characterized by shifting boundaries and users, uncertain functionality and security of commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) software, extensive asynchronous operations, unpredictable failures and compromises, and lack of visibility and control. Flow structures, a key element of FSQ engineering, help maintain intellectual control over complex system development.

SAF: Survivability Analysis Framework

Large systems and particularly systems of systems raise the importance of complexity management to mitigate complexity’s negative effect on survivability. Current survivability analysis mechanisms are limited by their focus on single-system considerations. The objective of this research is to develop survivability analysis methods that are applicable to systems of systems and address the challenge of increased demands for interoperability and integration. Increasingly the functions and services needed to satisfy a specific mission span multiple systems. Such a system of systems might involve several agencies’ systems involved in performing a work process. Through the SAF, the work process thread can be analyzed end to end and step by step to identify events that could lead to failure to successfully complete the process.
The Uncleanliness Vector: Histories of Hostile Activity

In an operational network security analysis environment, there is little time for gathering context information on attackers. Analysts need tools that present background information in an easily digestible way. The Uncleanliness Vector (UV) project is an attempt to provide context information on external networks to security analysts that indicates whether the network in question has engaged in other malicious activity and, if so, what kind. The Uncleanliness Vector describes the likelihood of attack from a continuous block of IP addresses using an uncleanliness score. The UV is composed of several distinct uncleanliness elements, weighted to indicate a prioritization by their relative threat level to the monitored network. The UV score is a weighted average of these elements. Through analysis of scanning data on the Internet, the team identified patterns and characteristics regarding the distribution and sources of malicious scanning activity and used these results to construct a useful measure for uncleanliness. This work led to definition of a corruption measure as a complement to the Uncleanliness Vector and development of corruption measures is also being explored.
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**LEVANT: Protocols for Anonymity and Traceability Tradeoffs**

**Problem Addressed**
Existing Internet protocols were never engineered for today’s Internet, where the trustworthiness of users cannot be assumed and where high-stakes, mission-critical applications increasingly reside. Malicious users exploit the severe weakness in existing Internet protocols to achieve anonymity and use that anonymity as a safe haven from which to launch repeated attacks on their victims. Hence, service providers and other victims of cyber attack want and need traceability for accountability, redress, and deterrence. Unfortunately, our current track-and-trace capability is extremely limited by the existing protocol and infrastructure design and requires a major re-engineering effort from both technical and policy perspectives. This is discussed in an SEI special report sponsored by the U.S. State Department [1]. On the other hand, Internet users, both individuals and organizations, often want or need anonymity for a variety of legitimate reasons. The engineering challenge is to balance the apparently conflicting needs of privacy and security.

**Research Approach**
Traceability and anonymity are attributes that are central to the security and survivability of mission-critical systems. We believe that principled, fine-grained tradeoffs between traceability and anonymity are pivotal to the future viability of the Internet. However, such tradeoffs are rarely explicitly made, the current capability to make such tradeoffs is extremely limited, and the tradeoffs between these attributes have occurred on an ad hoc basis at best. The LEVANT (Levels of Anonymity and Traceability) project is developing the foundations for a disciplined engineering design of Internet protocols in the context of key policy issues. This will allow dynamic, fine-grained tradeoffs between traceability and anonymity to be made on the basis of specific mission requirements. We see this project as a first step toward the development of a discipline of Internet engineering, which would translate traditional design and engineering processes, such as thorough requirements gathering and attribute tradeoff analyses, into the unique context of the Internet environment and its associated security and survivability risks [2].

In any Internet transaction, trust ultimately depends not on IP addresses but on particular relationships among individuals and their roles within organizations and groups (which may be economic, political, educational, or social). Trust cannot be established while maintaining total anonymity of the actors involved. It goes without saying that there is a great need for privacy on the Internet, and it must be carefully guarded. However, trust and privacy tradeoffs are a normal part of human social, political, and economic interactions, and such tradeoffs are routinely resolved in a number of venues, for example in the marketplace. Consider the telephone system, in particular the caller identification (caller ID) feature, which displays the phone number, and often the name, associated with incoming calls. Caller ID is a feature for which many customers are willing to pay extra in return for the privacy benefits associated with having some idea of who’s calling before answering a call. However, callers are sometimes given the option of being anonymous (i.e., not identifiable by the caller ID feature) by default or on a call-by-call basis. To more fully protect their privacy, caller ID customers can choose to block all incoming calls from anonymous callers. The anonymous caller is notified of this fact by an automated message. For callers who pre-arrange with their phone companies to be anonymous by default, the only way to complete a call is to enter a key sequence to remove the anonymity for that particular call and to redial. Customers who achieve anonymity on a call-by-call basis (by entering a specific key sequence) can choose to redial without entering the key sequence that denotes anonymity. This choice is a form of negotiation between the caller and the intended recipient of the call, and it is a tradeoff between anonymity and trust that is supported by the technology of caller ID and the marketplace. There is no government mandate that all calls must be anonymous or that no calls may be anonymous. The individual caller chooses whether or not to relinquish anonymity (or some degree of privacy) in exchange for the perceived value of completing the call by increasing the degree of trust as perceived by the recipient.

One can envision next-generation Internet protocols supporting this kind of marketplace negotiation of trust versus privacy tradeoffs. For example, we are exploring the possibility of third-party certifying authorities that would serve as brokers of trust. These certifying authorities would provide mechanisms whereby packets would be cryptographically signed with very fine-grained authentication credentials of the sender. This is not the same as having an individual digitally sign a message, as a digitally signed message may be too coarse grained for a particular scenario and may reveal too much. Another capability might be the escrowing, by these certifying authorities, of complete identifying information for a specified period of time, to be revealed in the event that one or more of a user’s packets have been identified as participating in a confirmed attack.

We are investigating the fundamental concepts necessary to inform the design of Internet protocols that support dynamic, fine-grained tradeoffs between traceability and anonymity in a manner that satisfies the security, survivability, and anonymity (or privacy)
requirements of the protocols’ users. Our goal is to provide an exemplar for the application of principled software and systems engineering practices in the unique context of the Internet. A key part of this process is our exploration of alternative designs for new Internet protocols that allow the originator and the recipient of an Internet transaction or service to negotiate what levels of traceability and anonymity to accept.

In order to design and evaluate Internet protocols that support negotiated tradeoffs between anonymity and traceability, we need some way to quantify and measure levels of anonymity and traceability. The concept of \( k \)-anonymity provides some useful theoretical underpinnings.

### Meaning of \( k \)-anonymity

We say that a user is \( k \)-anonymous in a network context if the user is only traceable to a set of measure \( k \), where this could mean either a set of size \( k \) or a set of radius \( k \) in the topological sense of the network (as shown in Figure 1). Our goal is to explore the design of Internet protocols that assure traceability, but only to a group of \( k \) actors. The concept of \( k \)-anonymity was first defined by Pierangela Samarati [3]. Samarati showed how generalization and suppression of data can be used to enforce \( k \)-anonymity in private databases (such as those containing medical and driver’s license data) thereby reducing privacy loss. This concept was later reiterated by Latanya Sweeney in the context of medical databases [4].

![Figure 1: Examples of \( k \)-anonymity](image)

#### User and Service Provider Goals

Effective anonymity and traceability tradeoffs require an in-depth understanding of the specific goals of users and service providers. User goals may differ on a case-by-case basis. Below are some examples:

- User may want to hide its location and identity entirely (large \( k \)).
- User may want to hide its location somewhat (e.g., reveal the city, but not street address).
- User may want to hide its location but not its identity.

Similarly, service providers may have different goals and/or requirements. Below are some examples:

- Provider may want to know both user’s location and identity.
- Provider may want to know user’s location somewhat.
- Provider may want to know user’s identity but does not care about user’s location.

It is important to note that the value of anonymity and traceability tradeoffs extends well beyond the relationships among individual users and service providers. The ability to explicitly make such tradeoffs can provide essential support for organizations engaged in a complex mix of collaborative and competitive (adversarial) relationships. Consider the scenario below.

### LEVANT Scenario

Assume that a number of organizations collaborate to build a shared (highly distributed) knowledge base that is more comprehensive and of higher quality than each could build on its own. This knowledge base provides a significant competitive advantage for the collaborators over other organizations that are not participating in this effort.

Although the participating organizations collaborate on some projects, they are competitors in other areas. Each may use the knowledge base to further its own strategies, tactical decisions, and so forth. Hence, each participating organization wants traceability in the event that the availability, integrity, or confidentiality of the knowledge base is compromised or threatened, and to ensure that no external organizations get access to the data. Yet, each organization wants its own members to be able to query the knowledge base without revealing to the other collaborators (or, of course, to any outsider) the source of any query being made by that organization. LEVANT technology would provide network-level protocol support for the traceability and anonymity tradeoffs that the collaborating organizations agree upon, helping ensure the success of their cooperative and individual missions.

Some additional information on the LEVANT project is available in a summary report on SEI independent research and development projects [5].

### Benefits

In this era of open, highly distributed, complex systems, vulnerabilities abound and adequate security, using defensive measures alone, can never be guaranteed. As with all other aspects of crime and conflict, deterrence plays an essential role in protecting society. Hence, the ability to track and trace attackers is crucial, because in an environment of total anonymity, deterrence is impossible, and an attacker can endlessly experiment with countless attack
strategies and techniques until success is achieved. The ability to accurately and precisely assign responsibility for cyber attacks to entities or individuals (or to interrupt attacks in progress) would be of critical value. It would allow society’s legal, political, and economic mechanisms to work both domestically and internationally to deter future attacks and motivate evolutionary improvements in relevant laws, treaties, policies, and engineering technology. On the other hand, there are many legal, political, economic, and social contexts in which some protection of anonymity or privacy is essential. Without some degree of anonymity or privacy, individuals or entities whose cooperation is vitally needed may not fully participate (or participate at all) in the use or operation of systems that support the critical functions of the global information society.

Hence, traceability and anonymity are attributes that are central to the security and survivability of mission-critical systems. The LEVANT project is exploring the essential engineering and policy issues associated with traceability and anonymity tradeoffs. A primary objective is to design Internet protocols that allow these tradeoffs to be dynamic, fine grained, and based on the specific mission needs of the protocols’ users. An ultimate benefit of these new Internet protocols will be dramatically improved security and traceability for mission-critical applications and infrastructures, along with strong privacy and anonymity protection for legitimate users who act either as individuals or within specific organizational roles.

2006 Accomplishments

In FY2006, we continued our work towards establishing a solid theoretical foundation on which to base principled engineering tradeoffs between traceability and anonymity. Our research has explored the range of engineering requirements for the design of Internet protocols that support traceability and anonymity attribute tradeoffs and the negotiations that are needed to set the desired level of each attribute. We’ve generated and analyzed several LEVANT protocol scenarios of use that include specific user requirements for anonymity and traceability that must be satisfied for particular applications, systems, and missions. We’ve also investigated the underlying security and survivability themes in this research, in particular with respect to the engineering tradeoffs being explored for protocol design. Our research has also examined policy issues relating to the design and use of protocols that support negotiated levels of anonymity and traceability for individual actors and for organizations.

2007 Plans

In FY2007, we plan to complete an SEI technical report on our LEVANT project research. One or more papers derived from this technical report are also planned, along with the submission of funding proposals seeking long-term support for the LEVANT project.
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RAVE: Network Flow Visualization
RAVe: Network Flow Visualization

Problem Addressed
Network situational awareness depends on informed and effective analysis of network activity. Network monitoring and measurement tools provide copious information on the behavior of actors in instrumented networks. Sifting through this data for useful, actionable information presents a constant challenge. Automated analysis approaches sometimes yield excellent results that would be difficult to produce with visual inspection. One example is CERT’s work on detecting scanning activity [1].

Nonetheless, the human eye can quickly and reliably discern detail in extremely dense information sets [2]. It is one of the most sensitive instruments available to network and security operations. Automation can assist in analysis by selecting and manipulating data and by generating visualizations.

The Retrospective Analysis and Visualization Environment (RAVe) is an operational environment for generating visualizations and making them available to presentation applications. To facilitate rapid workflow, RAVE caches visualizations and intermediate analysis results for reuse in different contexts, for repeated viewings, or for browsing of related data. We have used RAVE to improve client operations and as a springboard to investigate a different problem—how to improve the visualization of network monitoring data.

Research Approach
The core of RAVE is a file-based cache containing intermediate data (for use in RAVE analyses) and visualization data that external applications consume and present to the end user. This cache is presented to the Python-based programming environment through an API based on Python decorators [3]. The cache then stores the results of these analyses. If more complex analyses are composed of simpler ones, the return values of the simpler analyses will be implicitly cached and reused by any other code which invokes the analysis with the same arguments.

To return the results of analyses to end users, we provide raved, an HTTP-based visualization service provider. Presentation applications (usually web based) retrieve analyses from raved in a manner similar to the retrieval of static images. If a cached visualization exists, it is returned; otherwise, the analysis that generates that visualization executes, and that result is cached and returned instead. The raved application is both a working service provider and a proof of concept; other service providers could quickly be written for other network service architectures, such as XML Remote Procedure Calling protocol (XMLRPC).

Time-Series Network Visualization
The analysis and visualization framework RAVE provides gives us a starting point for addressing problems in network flow visualization. One area in which we have focused our efforts is the visualization of network flow volume from disparate sources. The results of this work are available to RAVE users in the RAVE visualization layer.

Especially in large networks, a particular challenge in visualizing network flow volume over time is its high variability. We’ve found through our observations in client networks that flow volume can briefly deviate significantly from the normal flow volume for a sample: either positively (e.g., if a large file transfer during a period of inactivity increases the observed number of bytes) or negatively (e.g., if a router or sensor goes down). If we scale the visualization to include these important but obvious events, less obvious changes in flow volume become less noticeable.

We can remedy this by denoting such obvious events without directly plotting them on the scale. Carets at the top of the scale denote observations that fall outside the 95th percentile of observations for this time period. With the outliers noted but not plotted, detail that would have been lost is now clearly visible.

We see another common challenge in time-series network information when comparing the traffic volume of different sensors for the same time period. Frequently, the median volume between sensors is quite disparate. When the two series are plotted on the same axis, we encounter a problem similar to the one above; any scale that can accommodate both series “flattens” detail within the series, making it difficult, for example, to identify proportional changes that are highly correlated between the two series.

However, we wish to retain information on the magnitude of traffic observed by the sensors relative to one another. One approach is to adjust the scale to show both relative traffic magnitude and detail within each series. Alternately, we can plot both series over one another on different scales.

These approaches work for some data sets; for others with more variance within the data and/or similar magnitudes between the two data sets, observations within the two data sets may overlap in ways that make the visualization confusing. This is undesirable for automatic visualization; the approach should generate an informative data visualization in all but the rarest cases. Our response to this is to present independent series of observations in independent axes, all scaled equally by time and differently depending on the observations in the series. Because the scales are independent, it is impossible for one series to affect the scaling of another.
The maximum plotted value for each scale is available at the upper left of each plot for comparison. The technique described above for handling outlier observations prevents them from washing out detail within individual series.

Figure 1 illustrates our approach. Changes over time are clear and comparable. By plotting events outside the 95th percentile of observed activity outside the scale, we preserve a more detailed characterization of activity.

**Non-Time-Series Network Visualization**

An exciting area for future research is visualizing non-time-series network monitoring information. One example of such research is the host characterization plot.

Figure 2 shows a radar plot [4] characterizing host activity over a given time period on seven axes. The axes on the left denote network activity in which the host behaved as a server, while the axes on the right denote activity as a client. Each side is broken down into web-related, mail-related, or other activity. The axis pointing straight down is activity that cannot be classified as either client or server behavior; this is implicitly "other" activity as well, as we cannot determine whether it is mail or web related. The labels at the end of the “other” axes display the most prevalent type of traffic in that sample, which can be TCP or user datagram protocol (UDP) traffic to/from a given port; Internet control message protocol (ICMP) traffic of a given message type; or traffic corresponding to a different protocol, in which case we display the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) protocol number as listed in the IP header.
Expected Benefits
RAVE is most useful in operational environments, where we intend for it to facilitate good decision making by network and security operations personnel. In these environments, personnel frequently look at the same or very similar data repeatedly, either to review another’s work or to refine an interesting observation from another analysis. In these environments, working from cached data can reduce time the operations personnel spend waiting for analyses to run, improving response time to network events. Caching also reduces load on the primary data store, improving performance for those queries which it must perform.

RAVE can provide visualization capability to analysis tools that currently have none, without introducing a requirement for a specific user interface. This includes the tools in CERT’s NetSA Security Suite [5]; in addition, work on RAVE includes development of Python-based methods for manipulating data with these tools.

2006 Accomplishments
RAVE has been deployed with a sponsor as the analysis backend to a web portal. Feedback from this deployment has been used to improve RAVE’s robustness and scalability. The portal is currently in a pre-production phase, with rollout expected to occur in 1Q 2007.

To facilitate further integration of RAVE into a web application, we have developed an Apache module to proxy RAVE connections. This allows us to use Apache for authentication and access control.

2007 Plans
We expect to further deploy RAVE with additional clients during 2007. We will integrate new analyses with RAVE and explore the feasibility of other user interface techniques such as AJAX or thick-client user interfaces.
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Port and Payload Agnostic Application Identification

Problem Addressed
In order to properly understand the threats that a network faces, network administrators need access to current and accurate information about the composition of their networks. One solution to this problem is to continuously audit the network by monitoring traffic. However, deep packet examination is expensive; a method that can identify applications without relying on payload is therefore desirable.

This logistical problem is complicated by evasion: both attackers and certain users have an active interest in hiding their network activities. The most notable example of this evasive behavior involves peer-to-peer applications. Several implementations of peer-to-peer tools incorporate encryption in order to evade detection [1].

The focus of this effort is application identification on a network without reliance on payload or dependence on the port number. By developing behavioral tests, we can create accurate methods for classifying traffic and inventorying the network’s behavior, even when the payload or port number is untrustworthy. In addition, these techniques may lead to engineering insights about how to construct a network that is unfriendly to attack.

Technical Approach
The premise of this approach is that an application’s design has definite goals that influence its behavior over a network. For example, given that bandwidth is a finite resource and often constrained at the endpoints of a network, an application will not use more bandwidth than is necessary to accomplish its task. Therefore, a chat application (such as AOL Instant Messaging, Internet Relay Chat, or Zephyr Online) will not use a 64 KB packet to send a 10-character message.

For our analyses, we use network flow data. The flows are divided into various flow classes using the classification tree in Figure 1; these classes define what type of information we can reasonably acquire from a flow. For example: in a Short Flow, there is little, if any, payload, but the flag combinations are less ambiguous than in a message or a file transfer.

The classified flows are fed into various behavioral tests that are calibrated to identify existing applications. For example, such a test might determine the number of client attempts to access a service that result in failed connection (that is, a SYN packet without any payload-bearing interaction). Automated connections for services such as Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) or BitTorrent are more likely to generate failed connections than a user-driven application such as a web browsing.

---

**Figure 1: Flow Classification Tree**
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Figure 2 shows this behavior in depth; in this figure, we compare the probability that a high degree of failed connections involves BitTorrent traffic as compared to FTP, HTTP, or SMTP traffic. As this figure shows, BitTorrent is easily distinguished from both FTP and HTTP traffic, while the SMTP traffic is not as easily distinguishable.

2006 Accomplishments

In 2006, CERT developed a small behavioral dictionary for identifying BitTorrent clients using this methodology [1]. The resulting system was tested on netflow data collected on a large (multiple/8) network instrumented by CERT. The resulting technique was highly effective.

Figure 3 on the next page shows the results of this decision mechanism in depth. It compares the results of using a multiple-vote classification mechanism for distinguishing BitTorrent from a limited set of applications: email, HTTP, and FTP. Email and HTTP were chosen on the grounds that they were the two most common services crossing the client’s network. FTP was chosen on the assumption that as a protocol primarily concerned with transferring files, it would closely resemble BitTorrent. The tests used involved examining the estimated bandwidth during large file transfers (BitTorrent should presumably be slower than the single server protocols), the number of failed connections (as above), a comparison of message sizes, and the maximum amount of data transferred in a single session.

As this figure shows, the resulting mechanism is capable of distinguishing between BitTorrent and other applications with a high degree of success: 90% of BitTorrent applications are identified by at least two tests, while nearly 100% of the other applications are eliminated after two affirmative tests. This mechanism, which involves no payload and which does not rely on the port number to identify the application, is consequently a feasible method for distinguishing applications.

CERT has developed similar behavioral tests for identifying and distinguishing spam. The behavioral methodology is very attractive for identifying spam sources as such efforts involve distinguishing abuse of a service from the service itself, meaning that the port number is no longer a relevant detection mechanism.
**2007 Plans**

In 2007, the CERT Network Situational Awareness Group plans to expand this methodology in two ways: we will expand the behavioral “dictionary” by examining and testing other forms of classification mechanisms. The methods used so far in this work are used to identify file-transfer protocols (e.g., BitTorrent, FTP, SMTP, and HTTP). Other protocols (e.g., AIM and RealVideo) will not be as easily identified using the current body of tests. In addition, as more tests are developed they will naturally overlap and contradict each other; consequently a more sophisticated decision-making mechanism will be required to identify applications.

Another venue for research is examination of the impact that these behavioral filtering mechanisms will have on application design. For example, identifying and filtering attributes that are part of the BitTorrent protocol will naturally encourage developers to modify the protocol in order to evade detection. It is conceivable that certain behaviors may be constrained to the point that the protocol is no longer attractive for its target audience. This is a particularly relevant question with spam, where a definite profit motive can be attached to sending spam emails.

---
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SQUARE: Requirements Engineering For Improved System Security

Problem Addressed
It is well recognized in industry that requirements engineering is critical to the success of any major development project. Several authoritative studies have shown that requirements engineering defects cost 10 to 200 times as much to correct once fielded than if they are detected during requirements development [1, 2]. Other studies have shown that reworking requirements, design, and code defects on most software development projects costs 40 to 50 percent of total project effort [3], and the percentage of defects originating during requirements engineering is estimated at more than 50 percent [4]. The total percentage of project budget due to requirements defects is 25 to 40 percent [5].

A recent study found that the return on investment when security analysis and secure engineering practices are introduced early in the development cycle ranges from 12 to 21 percent, with the highest rate of return occurring when the analysis is performed during application design [6]. The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) reports that software faulty in security and reliability costs the economy $59.5 billion annually in breakdowns and repairs [7]. The costs of poor security requirements make apparent that even a small improvement in this area will provide a high value. By the time an application is fielded and in its operational environment, it is very difficult and expensive to significantly improve its security.

Requirements problems are among the top reasons that projects • are significantly over budget • are significantly past schedule • have significantly reduced scope • deliver poor-quality applications • are not significantly used once delivered • are cancelled

Security requirements are often identified during the system life cycle. However, the requirements tend to be general mechanisms such as password protection, firewalls, and virus detection tools. Often the security requirements are developed independently of the rest of the requirements engineering activity, and hence are not integrated into the mainstream of the requirements activities. As a result, security requirements that are specific to the system and that provide for protection of essential services and assets are often neglected.

In reviewing requirements documents, we typically find that security requirements, when they exist, are in a section by themselves and have been copied from a generic set of security requirements. The requirements elicitation and analysis that is needed to get a better set of security requirements seldom takes place.

Much requirements engineering research and practice has addressed the capabilities that the system will provide. So while significant attention is given to the functionality of the system from the user’s perspective, little attention is given to what the system should not do. In one discussion on requirements prioritization for a specific large system, ease of use was assigned a higher priority than security requirements. Security requirements were in the lower half of the prioritized requirements. This occurred in part because the only security requirements that were considered had to do with access control.

Research Approach
CERT has developed a methodology to help organizations build security into the early stages of the production life cycle. The Security Quality Requirements Engineering (SQUARE) methodology consists of nine steps that generate a final deliverable of categorized and prioritized security requirements. Although the SQUARE methodology could likely be generalized to any large-scale design project, it was designed for use with information technology systems.

The SQUARE process involves the interaction of a team of requirements engineers and the stakeholders of an IT project. It begins with the requirements engineering team and project stakeholders agreeing on technical definitions that serve as a baseline for all future communication. Next, business and security goals are outlined. Third, artifacts and documentation are created, which are necessary for a full understanding of the relevant system. A structured risk assessment determines the likelihood and impact of possible threats to the system.

Following this work, the requirements engineering team determines the best method for eliciting initial security requirements from stakeholders. This determination depends on several factors, including the stakeholders involved, the expertise of the requirements engineering team, and the size and complexity of the project. Once a method has been established, the participants rely on artifacts and risk assessment results to elicit an initial set of security requirements. Two subsequent stages are spent categorizing and prioritizing these requirements for management’s use in making tradeoff decisions. Finally, an inspection stage is included to ensure the consistency and accuracy of the security requirements that have been generated.
The methodology is most effective and accurate when conducted with a team of requirements engineers with security expertise and the stakeholders of the project. SQUARE’s nine discrete steps, are outlined in Table 1. Each step identifies the necessary inputs, major participants, suggested techniques, and final output. Generally, the output of each step serves as the sequential input to the ensuing steps, though some steps may be performed in parallel. For instance, it might be more efficient for the requirements engineering team to perform Step 2 (Identify Security Goals) and Step 3 (Develop Artifacts) simultaneously, since to some extent they are independent activities. The output of both steps, however, is required for Step 4 (Perform Risk Assessment). In principle, Steps 1-4 are actually activities that precede security requirements engineering but are necessary to ensure that it is successful.

The SQUARE process has been baselined. Several case studies with real-world clients have shown that the methodology holds good promise for incorporation into industry practice, and we are working informally with additional industry clients. The current model is summarized in Table 1. CERT is currently continuing research and application of the process and is working in parallel to create a CASE tool to support each stage of the methodology.

**Expected Benefits**

When SQUARE is applied, the user should expect to have identified, documented, and inspected relevant security requirements for the system or software that is being developed. SQUARE may be more suited to a system under development or one undergoing major modification than one that has already been fielded, although it has been used both ways.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Techniques</th>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Agree on definitions</td>
<td>Candidate definitions from IEEE and other standards</td>
<td>Structured interviews, focus group</td>
<td>Stakeholders, requirements team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Identify security goals</td>
<td>Definitions, candidate goals, business drivers, policies and procedures, examples</td>
<td>Facilitated work session, surveys, interviews</td>
<td>Stakeholders, requirements engineer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Develop artifacts to support security requirements definition</td>
<td>Potential artifacts (e.g., scenarios, misuse cases, templates, forms)</td>
<td>Work session</td>
<td>Requirements engineer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Perform risk assessment</td>
<td>Misuse cases, scenarios, security goals</td>
<td>Risk assessment method, analysis of anticipated risk against organizational risk tolerance, including threat analysis</td>
<td>Requirements engineer, risk expert, stakeholders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Select elicitation techniques</td>
<td>Goals, definitions, candidate techniques, expertise of stakeholders, organizational style, culture, level of security needed, cost benefit analysis, etc.</td>
<td>Work session</td>
<td>Requirements engineer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Elicit security requirements</td>
<td>Artifacts, risk assessment results, selected techniques</td>
<td>Joint Application Development (JAD), interviews, surveys, model-based analysis, checklists, lists of reusable requirements types, document reviews</td>
<td>Stakeholders facilitated by requirements engineer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Categorize requirements as to level (system, software, etc.) and whether they are requirements or other kinds of constraints</td>
<td>Initial requirements, architecture</td>
<td>Work session using a standard set of categories</td>
<td>Requirements engineer, other specialists as needed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Prioritize requirements</td>
<td>Categorized requirements and risk assessment results</td>
<td>Prioritization methods such as Triage, Win-Win, etc.</td>
<td>Stakeholders facilitated by requirements engineer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Requirements inspection</td>
<td>Prioritized requirements, candidate formal inspection technique</td>
<td>Inspection method such as Fagan, peer reviews, etc.</td>
<td>Inspection team</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Security Requirements Elicitation and Analysis Process
2006 Accomplishments
A paper on the educational aspects of SQUARE was presented in April 2006 at the Conference on Software Engineering Education and Training (CSEET) [8]. SQUARE is also described in the requirements engineering section of the “Build Security In” web site [9], and in two books [10, 11]. The SQUARE baseline is described in a technical report on SQUARE [12]. In conjunction with Cylab, the prototype tool is being completed in a way that is more modular and has a more appealing user interface. Also in conjunction with Cylab, workshop, tutorial, and educational materials on SQUARE are being produced.

2007 Plans
A promising development is identification of the essential SQUARE steps (SQUARE-lite) to be used to supplement a client’s existing requirements engineering process. The team plans to refine requirements elicitation and analysis methods for security properties in conjunction with process application for leading-edge clients. The prototype tool development will be completed, and we will seek to work with a commercial vendor to further develop the tool as a commercial product. Workshop, tutorial, and academic educational materials on SQUARE will be completed. SQUARE will be further documented in a requirements engineering chapter of a book based on the “Build Security In” web site.
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STAR*Lab: A Software Development Laboratory for Security Technology Automation and Research

Developing Engineering Automation for Challenge Problems in System Security

CERT has established a software development laboratory in response to the growing needs of its customers. The mission of STAR*Lab (Security Technology Automation and Research Laboratory) is development of theory-based prototype automation that provides operational solutions to challenge problems in security engineering and software assurance.

Challenge problems are long-standing barriers to progress identified by Department of Defense and other organizations whose solutions can have substantial impact on engineering capabilities. The laboratory applies sound theoretical foundations to create automated engineering tools that practitioners can apply to challenge problems of system security and assurance. The focus of STAR*Lab is not on producing studies and reports that may leave implementation speculative and undone, but rather on applying theory to develop working tools. The laboratory is dedicated to helping customers achieve three objectives:

1. **Faster development:** Solutions must replace time- and resource-intensive operations with engineering automation that permits faster system development.
2. **Improved quality:** Solutions must substitute foundations-based automation for fallible human processes to improve system security and dependability.
3. **Fewer resources:** Solutions must increase the span of intellectual control through automation to support effective use of resources in developing secure systems.

STAR*Lab Operating Principles

The laboratory operates according to three principles:

1. **The foundations-first principle.** Solid theoretical foundations are necessary to ensure completeness and correctness in automated engineering solutions and confidence in the results they produce. All projects will start with sound foundations to avoid ad hoc solutions with limited applicability.
2. **The proof-by-automation principle.** Automation is essential to replace fallible and resource-intensive human operations with solutions that enable full intellectual control. All projects will demonstrate solutions through automated engineering tools.
3. **The practical application principle.** Automation must solve challenges with practical engineering operations for routine use by practitioners. All projects will scale up engineering solutions for widespread application.

The STAR*Lab Development Model

STAR*Lab projects are managed within a gated review structure designed to maintain visibility, reduce risk, and ensure effective use of sponsor resources. Projects must satisfy the requirements of each gate in order to receive funding to progress to the next gate:

- **Gate 1: Challenge problem definition.** Each project must address a well-defined barrier to progress through a comprehensive project plan that defines tasks, schedules, and resources.
- **Gate 2: Theoretical feasibility.** Each project must identify theoretical foundations for a challenge problem solution, to avoid heuristic or partial approaches of limited value for achieving comprehensive and confident application.
- **Gate 3: Proof-of-concept automation.** Each project must develop prototype automation that demonstrates application of the theoretical foundations to address the challenge problem.
- **Gate 4: Scale-up for application.** Each project must evolve the prototype automation to scale up engineering capabilities for routine application.

STAR*Lab Projects

Star*Lab is currently engaged in the Function Extraction (FX) for Software Assurance project. This multiyear effort has satisfied the requirements of Gate 3 and is proceeding to Gate 4. In addition, the laboratory is ready to capitalize on function extraction technology in four potential project areas:

- **Computational Security Attributes.**
  In 2006, STAR*Lab completed this IRAD (Internal Research and Development) study to develop foundations for computational evaluation of the security properties of software. This FX-based project has satisfied requirements for Gate 2 and is ready for sponsorship to Gate 3.
- **Automated Correctness Verification.**
  This FX-based project has satisfied the requirements of Gate 2 and is ready for sponsorship to Gate 3.
- **Automated Component Composition.**
  This FX-based project has satisfied the requirements of Gate 2 and is ready for sponsorship to Gate 3.
- **Flow-Service-Quality Engineering.**
  This FX-based project has satisfied the requirements of Gate 2 and is ready for sponsorship to Gate 3.

These projects are described in the following sections.
**STAR*Lab Function Extraction for Software Assurance: Engineering Automation for Computing Software Behavior**

Principal Investigator: Richard Linger

**Problems Addressed and Research Approach**

STAR*Lab recognizes both the importance of software assurance to national defense and economic security and the difficulty of achieving it. Software assurance depends on knowing and verifying the complete behavior of software. Unfortunately, nothing less will do, because behavior that is not known can contain errors, vulnerabilities, and malicious content.

It is a sobering fact that current software engineering provides no practical means for developers to determine the full behavior of software, and no testing effort, no matter how elaborate, can exercise more than a small fraction of possible behavior. Because of the size and complexity of software systems, current-generation software engineering must often operate in a world of incomplete knowledge of software behavior.

Understanding behavior today is an error-prone, resource-intensive process carried out primarily through program reading and analysis. Software development environments and specialized program analysis tools in use today support some aspects of program comprehension, such as navigation, clustering, metrics, and hypothesis generation and verification. But these tools focus on supporting what remains a cognition-intensive activity, and cannot define behavior in all circumstances of use.

Complex software systems are difficult to understand because of their immense numbers of execution paths, any of which can contain errors and security exposures. Faced with innumerable execution possibilities, developers and analysts often achieve no more than a general understanding of system behavior. This technology gap is a challenge problem at the heart of many issues in present-day software and security engineering. Simply put, systems experience errors and vulnerabilities in large measure because their developers have no practical means to determine what they do in all possible uses.

It is becoming evident that costly human methods for analyzing software behavior are inadequate for coping with today’s systems, let alone the ultra-large-scale systems of the future, and that automated methods of behavior analysis will be essential for scaling up. This problem has technical roots but substantial non-technical impact. It affects the software in systems ranging from defense and telecommunications to banking and transportation, to name a few.

While achieving software assurance has been limited by human capabilities in the past, it may not be so in the future. Function-theoretic foundations of software illuminate a challenging but feasible strategy for developing automated tools to calculate the behavior of software and present it to users in understandable form. This next-generation capability can help transform software engineering into a rigorous computational discipline. Other engineering disciplines have made this transformation to computational methods to their everlasting benefit. For example, electronics engineers routinely employ computational methods to design processors containing millions of circuits, a feat well beyond human capabilities and totally dependent on automated analysis.

STAR*Lab is conducting research and development in the emerging technology of function extraction (FX). The objective of FX is to move from an uncertain understanding of program behavior derived in a human time scale of days to a precise understanding automatically computed in a machine time scale of seconds. This technology applies function-theoretic foundations to automate calculation of the functional behavior of software to the maximum extent possible. These foundations define the transformation of code structures into procedure-free functional form and are the basis for the function extraction process. The function-theoretic model of software treats programs as rules for mathematical functions or relations, that is, mappings from domains (inputs, stimuli) to ranges (outputs, responses), no matter what subject matter they deal with [1, 2]. The key to the function-theoretic approach is the recognition that, while programs can contain an intractable number of execution paths, they are at the same time composed of a finite number of control structures, each of which implements a mathematical function or relation in the transformation of its inputs into outputs. In particular, the sequential logic of programs can be composed of single-entry, single-exit composition, alternation, and iteration control structures, plus variants and extensions. This finite property of program logic viewed through the lens of function theory opens the possibility of automated calculation of program behavior. Every control structure in a program has a non-procedural behavior signature that defines its input-to-output transition function. Each behavior signature can be extracted and composed with others in a stepwise process that traverses the control structure hierarchy. The overall behavior signature of a program represents the specification that it implements. While theoretical results impose some constraints on behavior calculation (for example, for certain forms of loops) STAR*Lab development of engineering solutions suggests that nearly all software behavior will be amenable to calculation. And any level of behavior calculation can help improve human capabilities for software understanding and analysis.
To explore the impact of FX technology, STAR*Lab developed a proof-of-concept function extractor prototype that calculates the behavior of programs expressed in a small subset of the Java programming language and presents it to users in the form of behavior catalogs. The catalogs provide procedure-free definitions of the net functional effect of programs from input to output in all circumstances of use, essentially their as-built specifications.

The FX prototype was employed in a controlled experiment sponsored by the SEI to compare traditional methods of program reading and inspection with FX-based methods [3]. Experienced programmers were divided into a control group using traditional methods and an experimental group using the FX prototype. Each group was required to answer questions dealing with comprehension and verification of three Java programs. The experiment produced the following results:

- The experimental group using the FX prototype reduced the time required to derive the functional behavior of the programs by several orders of magnitude compared to the control group.
- The experimental group was about four times better at providing correct answers to the comprehension and verification questions, and required a fourth of the time to do so, a productivity improvement of a factor of 15 over the control group.
- The experimental group achieved these results with 45 minutes of instruction on use of the function extractor, compared to years of experience for the control group.

Function extraction technology can be applied to any programming or design language and has potential to impact many aspects of the software engineering life cycle. To better understand this impact, STAR*Lab conducted an SEI-sponsored study with a major corporation to determine how FX could improve engineering operations in activities ranging from software specification and design to implementation and testing [4]. This study produced guidance for FX evolution from experienced software developers, including the following recommendations:

- Development of FX automation for assembly language should be a priority.
- FX automation should be developed for correctness verification of software.
- FX automation should be developed for high-level languages starting with Java.
- Research on FX automation for specification and architecture should be initiated.

Based on the findings of this study and additional recommendations from sponsors and stakeholders, STAR*Lab has identified the project areas described on the next several pages.

Expected Benefits
The Function Extraction for Malicious Code (FX/MC) system, an IDA Pro plug-in that operates on Intel Assembly Language, is expected to help security analysts to quickly determine intruder strategies by providing precise information on the structure and function of malicious code. Successive versions of the system will provide increasing capabilities for malicious code analysis.

In terms of the broader application of the Function Extraction for Intel Assembly Language (FX/ASM) system, a stand-alone version, opportunities exist to make real inroads on the problems of malicious code detection, computational security analysis, correctness verification, legacy system understanding, creation of assured software repositories, and automated component composition. The basis for all of this is the realization that programs are mathematical artifacts subject to mathematical analysis. Human fallibility may still exist in interpreting the analytical results, but there can be little doubt that routine availability of calculated behavior would help reduce errors, vulnerabilities, and malicious code in software and make software development more manageable and predictable.

2006 Accomplishments
As a result of work accomplished in 2006, the FX/MC and FX/ASM systems now demonstrate transformation of spaghetti-logic assembly language programs into understandable structured form, and automated computation of behavior for sequence and alternation structures. Work on theoretical foundations and implementation of loop behavior computation is well underway.

2007 Plans
FX system development will continue in 2007, and additional sponsors are welcome to participate in moving the technology forward. Specific areas of system evolution have been identified and incorporated into project plans. STAR*Lab is also ready to apply FX to additional languages and phases of the software engineering life cycle.
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Problem Addressed

Security strategies must be sufficiently dynamic to keep pace with organizational and technical change. However, in the current state of practice, security properties of software systems are often assessed through error-prone, labor-intensive human evaluation. The result is imprecise and a priori analysis that can be of limited value in the dynamics of system operation where threat environments and security attributes can change quickly. This STAR*Lab IRAD (Internal Research and Development) project for automated analysis of security takes a fundamentally different approach, focusing on the question “What can be computed with respect to security attributes?” to develop theory-based foundations for defining and computing attribute values with mathematical precision [1].

The ultimate goal of this project is to provide foundations to help transform security engineering into a theory-based computational discipline. Achieving this goal will require development of mathematical foundations and corresponding automation to permit both rigorous evaluation and improvement of the security attributes of software during development and real-time evaluation of security performance during operation.

Research Approach

The problem of determining the security properties of programs comes down in large measure to the question of how they behave when invoked with stimuli intended to cause harmful outcomes. Thus, the first step in security analysis is to understand program behavior at a level of completeness and correctness that is generally impractical with current technology. The emergence of STAR*Lab’s new function extraction (FX) technology, unavailable to previous researchers, provides the basis for this critical first step by deriving the functional behavior of programs as a starting point for security analysis. The foundations of FX treat programs as rules for mathematical functions or relations that can be computed from program logic. These foundations can be generalized to accommodate what are often termed “non-functional” properties, in this case security properties, but which in reality exhibit functional characteristics amenable to computational approaches.
Automated evaluation of software security attributes consists of three major steps:

1. Specify security attributes in terms of their required functional behavior for the operational environment of the software being analyzed.
2. Apply FX technology to the software being analyzed to compute a behavior catalog that specifies its as-built functional behavior.
3. Perform computational analysis to verify that the extracted behavior of the software is correct with respect to the required security attribute behavior.

The properties analyzed in the study include authentication, authorization, non-repudiation, confidentiality, privacy, and integrity.

**Expected Benefits**

There are several advantages of this approach:

- A rigorous method is used to specify security attributes in terms of the actual behavior of code during execution and to verify that the automated processes are correct with respect to security attributes.
- The specified security behaviors provide requirements for a security architecture.
- Traceability capabilities can be defined and verified outside of the automated processes.
- Vulnerabilities can be well understood, making it easier to address evolution of code, environment, use, and users.
- The use of constraints provides a mechanism for explicitly defining all assumptions.

Computational security attribute technology can address specification of security attributes of software systems before they are built, specification and evaluation of security attributes of acquired software, verification of as-built security attributes of software systems, and real-time evaluation of security attributes during system operation.

**2006 Accomplishments**

The project was successfully completed with the publication of research results that define the required computational foundations for analysis of security properties [2].

**2007 Plans**

The findings of this study define requirements for prototype automation to compute software security properties. Interested organizations are invited to sponsor development of engineering tools for this purpose.

**References**


**STAR*Lab Automated Correctness Verification: Engineering Automation for Software Assurance**

Principal Investigator: Mark Pleszkoch

**Problem Addressed**

Software containing errors and vulnerabilities cannot be trustworthy or secure. Yet most software is developed and delivered with incorrect and even unknown (and thus unspecified and untestable) behavior. In the current state of practice in software engineering, no practical means exists for automation support of large-scale correctness verification of software with respect to intended behavior. As a result, much time and energy is devoted to inspection and testing activities that can provide only limited evidence of correctness. Other engineering disciplines (for example, integrated circuit design) exhibit no reluctance to use sophisticated computational automation to verify the correctness of engineering artifacts. Achieving security and trustworthiness in software systems will require a similar level of computational support in their development.

**Research Approach**

The objective of this potential project is to develop an operational prototype of a function verification (FV) system that will help users to check the correctness of programs based on their actual computed behavior. The system will employ the mathematics-based foundations of function extraction to achieve completeness and correctness of results, but the user will not be exposed to, or required to know, these foundations. The system will provide a proof of concept for function verification technology in addressing the security and trustworthiness of software systems, and a foundation for elaboration into industrial-strength verification systems. In addition, the system will provide a standard, machine-processable form for representing intended behavior. Users will be able to code programs to satisfy intended behavior and execute the FV system to check its correctness.

Function extraction and function verification are closely related. Functional correctness verification requires computing the as-built functional behaviors of program structures, just as in the function extraction process, and then comparing those behaviors to intended behaviors for equivalence or not. As noted, the function-theoretic model of software treats programs as rules for mathematical functions or relations—that is, mappings from domains to ranges. While programs can contain an intractable number of execution paths, they are at the same time composed of a finite number of control structures, each of which implements a mathematical function or relation in the transformation of its inputs into outputs.

A theorem defines the mapping of these control structures into procedure-free functional form [1, 2]. These mappings are the starting point for the function extraction process and its application to correctness verification.

**Expected Benefits**

Large-scale software assurance requires a commensurate scale of engineering automation. This project can provide substantial benefits to STAR*Lab sponsors who must deal with software failures and vulnerabilities in enterprise operations. It is difficult to achieve trustworthiness and security goals for systems without knowing whether they are correct with respect to intended behavior. Routine availability of functional verification can substantially reduce errors, vulnerabilities, and malicious code in software. FV technology can replace much of the labor-intensive and error-prone work of program inspection and testing, with corresponding reductions in resource requirements and improvements in product quality [3].

**2006 Accomplishments**

The function extraction system currently under development in STAR*Lab provides a foundation for implementing correctness verification capabilities.

**2007 Plans**

STAR*Lab is ready to extend FX technology for automation of correctness verification for interested sponsors.

**References**


**Problem Addressed**
Modern systems are characterized by large-scale heterogeneous networks with many components that must be correctly integrated to achieve mission objectives. It is often the case that the components are complex systems in their own right and must be dynamically integrated to provide end-to-end capabilities. System integration today is a complex, labor-intensive process that can require months or even years for large systems. Automation support for behavior analysis of component compositions could help reduce the time and effort required to achieve operational capabilities [1].

**Research Approach**
This potential project will define the extent to which component compositions can be automatically calculated. Automation support for determining composite behavior of components architected into systems could enable fast and reliable understanding and development. Such a capability is crucial for achieving confidence in distributed, component-based, architectures and for creating just-in-time systems of systems. Composition computation must generate mathematically correct abstractions of behavior at any level and help scale up the reliable unit of construction for systems. Because behavior calculation is essentially a compositional task, function extraction (FX) is the key underlying technology for component composition. FX produces behavior catalogs of individual programs; the catalogs themselves can be composed to reveal the composite behavior of the programs when combined into systems.

**Expected Benefits**
Automated derivation of the net effect of program compositions can reveal combined functionality, illuminate mismatches, facilitate analysis of design alternatives, and support evaluation of commercial off-the-shelf products. This approach can also guide rapid and reliable refactoring of components and systems in responding to new system requirements.

**2006 Accomplishments**
Research and development carried out in the FX project in 2006 has direct applicability to automated composition of components.

**2007 Plans**
Creating function extractors to compose software components would provide automation support to help construct and integrate entire systems. Research in FX technology has provided initial foundations for component composition. A key step toward creation of an automated composition capability is extension of FX technology to create a proof-of-concept prototype. Sponsors are welcome to join in this effort.

**Reference**
**STAR*Lab Flow-Service-Quality (FSQ) Engineering: Foundations for Developing Network-Centric Systems**

**Principal Investigator:** Stacy Prowell

**Problem Addressed**
Modern society is dependent on large-scale, network-centric systems whose complexity can often exceed engineering capabilities for intellectual control. The result can be frustrations and delays in development and failures and compromises in operation. Intellectual control does not mean the absence of uncertainties or failures—they are inevitable—but rather the capability to address them in a rigorous engineering framework.

System complexity and survivability are closely related. Complexity diminishes survivability by masking errors and vulnerabilities and hiding unforeseen paths for intrusion. The survivability of complex systems that support national infrastructures is of particular concern. The problem lies not with developers but with the lack of engineering methods to cope with system complexities. More effective engineering technology is required across the life cycle for fast and precise development and evolution of network-centric systems.

A promising path lies in the investigation of unifying mathematical foundations as a basis for engineering practices and automation support. These foundations must explicitly accommodate the realities of large-scale networked systems: highly distributed heterogeneous components, shifting boundaries and users, uncertain commercial off-the-shelf component function and quality, extensive asynchronous operations, unpredictable failures and compromises, and lack of visibility and control. They must also address enterprise needs for rapid development and evolution, predictable composition of components, and system interoperability to achieve mission goals. The objective of Flow-Service-Quality (FSQ) engineering is to develop unified engineering methods for network-centric system analysis, specification, design, verification, implementation, and operation. The focus of FSQ is on developing high-assurance systems, with special emphasis on complexity reduction and survivability improvement.

**Research Approach**
Initial research has identified three integrated engineering concepts that address the realities of network-centric systems:

1. **Flow Structures:** User task flows and their refinements into system service uses can provide engineering foundations for analysis, specification, design, verification, and implementation of system functionality and quality attributes.

2. **Computational Quality Attributes:** Quality attributes can be associated with both flows and the system services they invoke and computed as dynamic functional properties, rather than treated as static, a priori estimates of limited utility in real-time system operations.

3. **Flow Management Architectures:** Flow structures and computational quality attributes support architecture frameworks that manage flows, network services, and quality attributes in execution.

**Flow Structures.** Flow structures are compositions of system services distributed across networks that combine to carry out user tasks that accomplish enterprise missions. They employ mathematical semantics that permit human understanding and analysis, despite the underlying asynchronism of network behavior. Flow structure engineering requires designing for unpredictable events that can impact mission survivability. In addition, flow structures provide a vehicle for specification and management of quality attributes such as security and reliability. Thus, the first-class concepts of flow, service, and quality are the essential and primary artifacts of FSQ engineering [1, 2, 3].

Network-centric systems are usefully viewed as webs of asynchronously communicating components that provide services whose functions can be combined in various patterns to satisfy enterprise mission requirements. System services include all the functional capabilities of a system, from protocols, operating systems, and middleware, to databases and applications. The sequencing of operations in user task flows can be refined into compositions of network hardware, software, and human components that provide the services. These compositions are end-to-end traces that define slices of network architectures whose net effect is to carry out operations that satisfy user requirements.

Flow structures are essentially procedures that define compositions of network service uses at levels of abstraction ranging from an enterprise mission down to its system implementation. Flows can specify integration and traversal of many systems and components. They can be expressed in simple control structures including sequence, alternation, and iteration, and they can be refined, abstracted, and verified with precision. Flows invoke services, which can be refined into flows, and so forth, in a recursive process that employs identical methods at all levels of design. The functional specification of a network system is envisioned as a set of flow structures, where the union of the flows defines a necessary network architecture, and the functional specification of each service in the network is based on the union of all its uses in flows where it appears.
Flow structures can engage in extensive traversals of network nodes and services whose behavior and quality attributes cannot always be known. Services may be unreliable, compromised, or simply unavailable. These uncertainty factors are pervasive behavioral realities of large-scale, network-centric systems. Flow structure engineering requires designers to define appropriate actions by flows for uncertainty factors they may encounter, thereby addressing system survivability and risk management issues. The Automated Component Composition project described earlier will provide support for flow structure analysis.

**Computational Quality Attributes.** FSQ engineering treats quality attributes as ever-changing functions that must be dynamically computed, rather than as static, a priori descriptions of limited utility in system operation. Attributes must be measurable in defined metrics as computable functions. While such functions rely on what can be computed and may differ thereby from traditional methods, they permit new approaches to attribute analysis and evaluation. Attribute requirements can be associated with system component uses embedded within flow structures and dynamically compared with computed attribute capabilities in operation. Future work will explore attribute-specific models within this framework. The Computational Security Attributes project discussed earlier extended and amplified this initial work.

**Flow Management Architectures.** Flow structures and computational quality attributes support system architectures that carry out dynamic flow and attribute management in execution. Flow management architectures (FMA) can provide design and implementation frameworks for this purpose, as well as engineering processes for architecture development. An open family of such frameworks can be defined for architecture development both in the small and in the large. Future work will investigate FMA templates of system topologies and functional capabilities for managing flows and their quality attributes.

The mathematical semantics of FSQ are defined to support development and verification of flow structures for the uncertain environments of large-scale networked systems as a standard engineering practice. For example, flow specification requires definition of appropriate actions by a flow for all possible responses, both desired and undesired, from the services it employs. Thus, if the behavior of an invoked service changes for any reason, the specification and verification of the invoking flow need not change. This approach accommodates the realities of today’s networked systems and offers important advantages. It requires for mission survivability that the uncertainty factors be dealt with explicitly in specification, design, and execution, thereby addressing important aspects of enterprise risk management. It permits flows and reasoning about them to be localized yet complete. And it permits flow structures to be defined by simple structures despite the underlying asynchronous behavior of their constituent services. These structures can be refined, abstracted, and verified using straightforward compositional methods for human understanding and analysis [4].

**Expected Benefits**

FSQ foundations prescribe engineering practices and tools for intellectual control and survivability engineering in network-centric system analysis and development. In particular, the deterministic nature of flow structures facilitates human understanding. Computational quality attributes permit automated reactions to dynamically changing quality values in system execution. In addition, flow management architectures provide systematic frameworks for managing flows and quality attributes in operation.

**2006 Accomplishments**

Work continued on relating FSQ engineering to web services and service-oriented architectures.

**2007 Plans**

STAR*Lab is interested in continued development and application of FSQ engineering methods for large-scale networked systems. Interested organizations are invited to participate in creation of a proof-of-concept prototype and associated engineering practices.

**References**
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**SAF: Survivable Analysis Framework**

**Problem Addressed**
Large systems and particularly systems of systems raise the importance of complexity management. Complexity is an aggregate of technology, scale, scope, and operational and organizational issues. While small-system security may have been implemented by a set of point solutions that mitigated specific threats, the mitigation of threats of the magnitude and diversity of those associated with large distributed systems of systems requires foundational support.

Separation of concerns is a powerful tactic for managing complexity. A software architect may try to maintain separation among security, performance, reliability, and other system quality attributes. We frequently have maintained separation among system operations, systems development, and business operations, but that separation was often reflected by the expression “toss it over the wall.” Business integration requirements and the appearance of technologies such as Web services to support that integration for distributed systems challenge these traditional separations. It is now not unusual to find that an organization’s development, operational, and business groups are tackling common problems with little coordination, or that some problems, often aspects of security, are falling between the cracks and have been ignored.

 Complexity’s negative effect on survivability renders its management all the more critical. We define *survivability* as the capability of a system to fulfill its mission, in a timely manner, in the presence of attacks, failures, or accidents. Survivability initially involves the availability aspects of security, but also incorporates confidentiality, integrity, and reliability considerations. Availability applies to the specific functions and services needed to satisfy a specific mission. Increasingly those services span multiple systems. Survivability efforts concentrate on the organizational activity supported by software systems rather than on the individual systems. Current survivability analysis mechanisms have the following limitations:

- a focus on survivability with respect to a single system
- consideration of only single-system architecture tradeoff decisions
- a lack of consideration of mission dependencies on multiple systems
- an inability to analyze components to identify the relationship of a system’s survivability and performance to a joint mission

The objective of this research is to develop survivability analysis methods that are applicable to systems of systems to address the challenge of increased demands for interoperability and integration.

**Research Approach**
Increasingly essential work processes span multiple systems that are geographically distributed and independently managed. The individual systems are useful in their own right, that is, the services are general purpose. The business demands for adaptability result in a mix of systems and work processes that are constantly changing. Development is evolutionary as functions and purposes are added, removed and modified; thus we have what Maier characterizes as a system of systems [1]. Metrics for the success of these work processes are end-to-end measures. We shall see why assuring such success in a system of systems is problematic and how this threatens survivability.

Consider Figure 1 where the ovals on the left side represent geographically distributed systems and the blue and black lines are business processes that use those systems. The right side of the figure expands one of those systems. For a military example, an oval might be a specific Service system whereas the work process might be joint activity that requires coordination across the Services. The specific Service system receives both joint and Service-specific requests. A joint Service activity would likely generate a sequence of actions similar to the actions generated for a Service-specific request.

We need to take two perspectives in analyzing Figure 1: the end-to-end work process view and the individual systems view. Usage is critical for the system participants. A work process, especially in a systems-of-systems environment, could create usage patterns that were not anticipated in the design of a specific system and hence could adversely affect the operation of that system. An important objective for the risk mitigation strategies for a specific system may be the protection of local resources, particularly when usage patterns are not predictable. The design for such systems has to consider abnormal behavior.

The success of the end-to-end work process depends on the successful composition of the individual process steps and an acceptable completion. The key relationship for the work process is in the services and the associated systems that are required to successfully complete that work process. We would like to assure the end-to-end behavior of a work process, but the limited access to controls for the member systems can limit the level of assurance that is achievable. The work process thread must be analyzed end to end and step by step to identify events that could lead to failure to successfully complete the process. Accomplishing this requires the following detailed process thread information: a description of work process success, expected work process quality attributes such as performance and reliability, and scenarios of both expected and unacceptable behavior. The latter includes the kinds of things that may go wrong and what will happen should they occur.
In addition, each work process to be analyzed must be decomposed into required steps with the following types of information about each step: roles in the process, pre-conditions, functions, post-conditions, constraints, and dependencies. Each step may be composed of multiple components (human, software, system, and/or hardware) acting independently or in a coordinated manner.

Systems and systems of systems can create failure states that are difficult to resolve. Historically, system failure analysis has sought to identify a single root cause, but for software intensive systems that involve human interactions a failure may be the result of multiple software, hardware, or human errors where each error when considered individually would be perceived as minor. Other failures may arise because of emergent behavior. Each system behaves as specified, but the collective behavior is unacceptable. For example, feedback among systems might generate unexpected resource contention. At this stage of our research we consider the stresses that might be induced by a work process thread. We initially focus on the interactions among the systems that participate in that thread and the stresses that might be induced by those interactions on the supporting systems. The stress types include

- interaction (data): missing, inconsistent, incorrect, unexpected, incomplete, unintelligible, out of date, duplicate
- resource: insufficient, unavailable, excessive, latency, inappropriate, interrupted
- people: information overload, analysis paralysis, fog of war, distraction (rubbernecking), selective focus (only looking for information for positive reinforcement), diffusion of responsibility, spurious correlations

The scenarios of potential problems, especially those with anticipated high impact, will be used to potentially limit the areas of each stress type to a subset of high-interest issues for the mission thread stakeholders. For each type of stress, the analysis framework will be applied to identify what is currently in place, what should be in place, and expected step and/or component behavior, should survivability be affected. The analysis framework will be applied at a specific point in time to a selected sample mission thread. In order to analyze the change in risk over time, an assessment is needed for the existing work process to establish a baseline of current risk.

Survivability involves what can go wrong. The issues considered by the SAF analysis are shown in Figure 2.

**Expected Benefits**

The expansion of the scope and scale of systems induce new stresses. An objective of the initial phase of this project is to identify indicators of stress that may lead to system failures. Indicators that are appropriate to the early life-cycle phases of software development help to change current practice, whereas software failure analysis typically concentrates on the errors that are derived from testing. The goal is to generate a sufficient number of examples so that patterns emerge. A pattern, for example, may represent ways to reduce complexity by consolidating risk mitigations.
The survivability analysis framework with its emphasis on business process threads also enables better traceability between technology risks and business work processes. It may also enable better traceability of the design decisions to the requirements of multiple organizational levels.

2006 Accomplishments

The SAF was initially applied in two pilot applications in 2006. Both pilots involved applications to DoD systems. One pilot was relatively high level and focused on an improved definition of the problem and general design and acquisition guidance. The second pilot involved a more detailed evaluation of a DoD system. In addition, we developed a white paper describing the system-of-systems problem space for survivability and a tutorial based on a medical work process example.

2007 Plans

The general objective for 2007 is to apply SAF in more pilots. One specific objective is to increase the number of SAF work process examples available for analysis, and a second is to find examples that stress the SAF approach and suggest necessary expansion and changes. We also seek non-DoD SAF pilots projects. At least one workshop is planned for expert external review of SAF.

The complexity of systems of systems is reflected in the diversity of mitigation strategies that might be applied. Assurance cases may be a way to develop a strategy for how to demonstrate survivability given that complexity and diversity. Assurance cases have been used for safety. There is growing interest in using assurance cases for other system attributes, and we are considering them within the context of this research. An assurance case is a body of evidence organized into an argument demonstrating that some claim about a system holds. The argument for a simple assurance case might be that the claim holds if three subclaims hold. In addition to the organizing the argument in terms of subclaims, an assurance case also identifies the evidence that supports the claims. For example, evidence for a security claim for the lack of coding vulnerabilities could be provided by static analysis tools.
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The **Uncleanliness Vector**: Histories of Hostile Activity

**Problem Addressed**

In an operational network security analysis environment, there is little time for gathering context information on attackers. Analysts need tools that present background information in an easily digestible way.

The Uncleanliness Vector (UV) project is an attempt to provide context information on external networks to security analysts that indicates whether the network in question has engaged in other malicious activity and, if so, what kind.

**Technical Approach**

The hypothesis behind the UV approach is that an attacker will take over as many machines as possible to serve as hosts for further attacks. Therefore the likelihood that a particular IP address is so used for hosting an attack (such as a scan or distributed denial-of-service attack) is a function of the security administration of the network that address resides on. A network with a strong security policy and rigorous maintenance will identify and remove compromised hosts, while one that does not demonstrate this vigilance will remove those hosts more slowly and see the same hosts repeatedly compromised.

The UV describes the likelihood of attack from a block of IP addresses using an uncleanliness score of 0 to 100; a network with a value of 0 is considered clean, while a network with a rating of 100 is considered totally unclean.

The UV is composed of several distinct uncleanliness elements, each of which was assigned an uncleanliness value. We characterized this set of numbers as a vector, and the aggregate score as a weighted average of the individual elements. The weights indicate a prioritization of the uncleanliness elements by their relative threat level to the monitored network.

The vector elements and their relative weights are as follows.

**Spyware site hosting** (weight 6). Spyware is software installed on a client machine, generally without the user’s knowledge, that gathers information and reports that information back to the spyware site. The information gathered can range from host configuration data, to browsing history, to personally identifiable information (PII). A spyware site host is generally controlled by the entity that created the spyware.

**Phishing site hosting** (weight 5). Phishing attacks attempt to gather login credentials, financial information, or PII for the purpose of financial fraud or identity theft. Phishing sites are generally hosted on compromised machines, and the gathered information is reported back to email drops or other data gathering points.

**Botnet command-and-control server hosting** (weight 4). Botnets are networks of remotely controlled programs that allow an attacker to perform various actions such as denial-of-service attacks, spamming, and anonymous proxying. Botnet command-and-control servers are sites that the bots “call home” in order to receive commands. These traditionally are Internet Relay Chat (IRC) servers, but can include almost any type of service—one common alternative is web servers, where the bot regularly polls a URL to see if any commands have been issued. Botnet command-and-control server networks are not usually owned by the attacker, and thus either represent a compromised host or a service piggybacking on a legitimate server (such as an IRC server in both legitimate and illegitimate use).

**Botnet members installed** (weight 3). Hosts on which botnet members (the “bots” themselves) are installed are most likely compromised hosts.

**Open proxy hosting** (weight 3). Anonymous proxy networks could either be hosted 1) deliberately by the network owner, 2) unknowingly as the result of a compromised host on which a proxy application was installed, or 3) unknowingly through a misconfigured web server or internal proxy. Attacker-installed proxies could be “bot” programs, or simply specialized proxy software.

**Spamming** (weight 2). Hosts sending spam are usually compromised hosts, because the success of blacklists and other anti-spam measures has meant that dedicated spam hosting is no longer efficient.

**Scanning** (weight 1). Scanning is reconnaissance activity by attackers attempting to determine what services are available on a host. This involves probing ports on the host to determine which are open. Such probing could be purely investigatory or could be combined with an attack. Scanning usually originates from compromised hosts.
2006 Accomplishments

Early in our analysis, we established that malicious activity is indeed distributed heterogeneously across the network. If malicious activity were distributed homogeneously, then the amount of the activity would depend only on the number of hosts on a network. The most complete data we had available for any of the UV elements was scanning data, so we analyzed how scanning was distributed across the Internet. We found that the scanning is concentrated, coming from only about 1% of networks, and that the amount of scanning does not depend strongly on the size or population of the network.

Figure 1 shows the distribution of scanners, rendered as a log-log scale plot. The x-axis indicates the number of IP addresses in a particular /24 network (class C network) that were observed scanning. The y-axis indicates the number of /24 networks that showed the particular number of unique IP’s scanning shown on the x-axis. Note that the majority of networks have only one host scanning. The chance of having two or more hosts scanning is nearly 10 times lower. The chance of having 10 or more hosts scanning is nearly 10,000 times lower. This type of distribution is called a “power law” distribution, and its presence here implies that scanning is strongly inhomogeneous—there are a few networks that are heavy sources of scanning with most networks tending to be clean.

Different types of malicious activity are related. For example, when we compared data for bots and scanning, networks where bots were reported also showed significant increases in scanning of the monitored networks. Figure 2 shows the time behavior of scanning observed from reported botnets (red line) versus all networks (green line). The observed scanning from botnet networks was much higher than the expected scanning (dotted line). Interestingly, scanning started several weeks before the botnets were reported, implying that the bots went undetected for some time.

We needed to translate the data on scanning, spamming, and other activity into some measure of “uncleanliness” of a network as a score on the scale 0-100. During our investigations, it became clear that this measure should not be related to the volume of malicious activity observed. In some cases we did not have access to data on volume of activity. In other cases it was clear that such data was not very meaningful.

The quantity that instead appeared to provide the most useful measure of the uncleanliness of a network was the number of unique hosts (i.e., hosts with unique IP addresses) that engaged in hostile activity. This is because in most cases, the vector elements were really measuring the likelihood that a host on that network could be compromised. If a network has a large number of compromised hosts, then the network is more likely to be in use by an attacker.
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Figure 1 and similar figures for the other vector elements show that malicious activity is distributed sparsely, and that there are relatively few networks where there are many malicious hosts. This observation tended to support our plan of using unique hosts counts as the measure of uncleanliness.

For each vector element, we chose two thresholds \( s_0, s_1 \) on the axis of unique host counts \( x \). The uncleanliness value was then chosen according to the equation:

\[
\text{Uncleanliness}(x, s_0, s_1) = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{if } x = 0 \\
10 & \text{if } 0 < x < s_0 \\
10 + 90 \frac{x - s_0}{s_1 - s_0} & \text{if } s_0 \leq x \leq s_1 \\
100 & \text{if } x > s_1
\end{cases}
\]

\((\text{Eq. 1})\)

In other words, uncleanliness is 0 if no hosts are unclean, 10 for any number of hosts greater than zero but below the low threshold, linearly interpolated from 10 to 100 between the thresholds, and 100 if the number of unclean hosts meets or exceeds the high threshold.

Based upon analysis of the data we used, we found the thresholds shown in Table 1 to be appropriate for our input data (these values can of course be changed based on the patterns observed in the actual input data used).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Low threshold ( s_0 )</th>
<th>High threshold ( s_1 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spyware</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phishing</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Botnet C&amp;C</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bot Members</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proxy hosting</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spamming</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scanning</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(\text{Table 1: Thresholds Used for Calculating Uncleanliness Scores}\)

The individual elements are then combined into an overall uncleanliness score as a weighted average, that is,

\[
\frac{\sum_i \beta_i U_i}{\sum_i \beta_i}
\]

\((\text{Eq. 2})\)

where \( U_i \) is the value of uncleanliness vector element \( i \), and \( \beta_i \) is the weight of that vector element, as given in the listing of vector elements above.

The data sources for each of the vector elements differed. In some cases, we found that publicly available blacklist information was useful (proxies, and the initial version of the spamming element), in other
cases we had access to large volumes of actual traffic and were able to identify the malicious activity (scanning and later versions of spamming), and in other cases we processed incident report information (botnets and botnet C&C). Of particular interest from a research point of view are the methods we have developed for identifying scanners and spammers. Scanner identification was performed using methodology discussed in the 2005 CERT Research Report, and explained in detail in a CMU/SEI technical report published this year [1].

The spammer identification was developed in the course of this research. We observed, using network flow data [2], that spam traffic had certain characteristics that were significantly different from the traffic observed from known good email servers. In particular, spam was not accompanied by Domain Name System queries, and the set of hosts with which spammers communicated were highly dynamic. We were able to construct a spam identification process using these heuristics, which now feeds our spam uncleanliness measurements.

While constructing measures of uncleanliness of the public Internet, it was natural to think about the reflected image of uncleanliness: how much has the external uncleanliness affected the internal network, leading to what one might call “corruption?” This led us to define a corruption vector as a complement to the uncleanliness vector.

For certain of the vector elements, communicating with unclean networks is not necessarily a good indicator of corruption (e.g., external hosts are constantly scanning; this does not automatically lead to corruption of the scanned hosts). For other vector elements, communication with an external unclean host is in fact an indicator of internal corruption. The latter is true for proxies (internal hosts attempting to anonymize activity), botnet command-and-control (possible bots on the internal network), and spyware (probable spyware installed on an internal host).

The measure of corruption was (similarly to uncleanliness) based on the number of unique hosts seen communicating with unclean external hosts. However, significant challenges in counting unique hosts were encountered, due to the presence of internal gateways (Network Address Translation devices or proxies). When a spyware-infected host, for example, is located behind a gateway, the gateway’s IP appears to be infected with spyware, and it may be one of the few active IP addresses (or is perhaps the only active IP) on that network block. The result is a very high corruption score, when in reality the activity only represents a small number of the hosts behind the gateway.

The output of this research included software tools, primarily a daemon for querying a running uncleanliness database. The daemon makes it easy to integrate the uncleanliness vector into an existing operational environment. A UV server need only be set up somewhere on the network, and the daemon can be queried by the analyst interface server to retrieve information about a particular IP address. Since the granularity of the data is at the /24 level, a query for any IP in that range of addresses will yield the same result.

Additional tools make it simple for an operational environment to supplement UV with additional context data, including, for example, internal incident data. UV is a framework for simplifying large amounts of diverse data into a straightforward measure for analysts, and therefore we endeavored to make it as easy as possible to extend and include other data sources.

2007 Plans
We are investigating methods for better measuring the corruption of networks behind Network Address Translation (NAT) gateways and proxies. These will likely be based on traffic models that will estimate the number of hosts (and the number of infected hosts) based on traffic volumes of various types. For a sufficiently large number of NATed hosts, it should be possible to apply models of the average user based on observed web browsing and email activity, for example. Since the essential measure is actually the percentage of infected hosts, it may be possible to extract that information without actually estimating the number of hosts.

While examining various independent phishing data sources, it was observed that small overlaps exist in the data. We are in communication with the various data providers to determine the degree of independence of these data sources, and are attempting to construct statistical models (based on capture-recapture models used for measuring wild animal populations) to estimate the total population of phishing sites, both detected and undetected. Complications to constructing the model include that phishing reports tend to lead to their being shut down (referred to as the “trap death” problem in capture-recapture modeling), that some phishing data is not truly independent, and that some reporting biases exist in the data under study. Nevertheless, we are confident that such an estimate is possible and desirable.
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Backdoor Analysis Using Network Flow
Principal Investigator: Timothy Shimeall

A routing backdoor is an incoming or outgoing path through a network that does not pass through any of the designated border or gateway routers for that network. These backdoors are of concern since they avoid security and performance monitoring and may circumvent other security controls. Our research is an analysis of traffic as summarized by sensors attached to a large organization’s border routers, using the SiLK tool suite [1]. The analysis uses a set of identified and registered organizational addresses. The analysis identifies and profiles sources of traffic that is anomalous in any of three specific ways:
1. inversion of internal/external address with respect to flow direction
2. indication of non-organization traffic traversing the organizational network
3. organization addresses sensed in one direction only in non-scan traffic

The analysis process detects these separately in incoming and outgoing flows, yielding the six groups of flows diagrammed in the figure below.

**Incoming flows**
- a. organization source address
- b. non-organization dest address
- c. organization dest address not outgoing source address

**Outgoing flows**
- d. organization dest address
- e. non-organization source address
- f. organization source address not incoming dest address

**ALL BORDER ROUTERS**

*Figure 1: Six Flow Groups Detected by Analysis*

The results characterize unintended network activity and topological anomalies in the organization’s network.

**References**

---

1 SiLK, the System for Internet-Level Knowledge, is a collection of traffic analysis tools developed by the CERT Network Situational Awareness Group to facilitate security analysis of large networks.
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Construction and Verification of a Metamodel for Valuation of Software Assurance in Sliding Scale Applications
Principal Investigator: Nancy Mead

**Collaborators:**
Professor Daniel Shoemaker, University of Detroit, Mercy
Professor Antonio Drommi, University of Detroit, Mercy
Jeffrey Ingalsbe, Ford Motor Company
John Bailey, IDA

There are currently no standard methods for justifying investment in software security across the software life cycle. There are many existing models for estimation of IT costs. However, none of these models are specific to software assurance cost/benefit. Software cost estimation models such as COCOMO II have security extensions that look at cost estimation for software systems but are not yet focused on actual costs or the associated return on investment [1, 2].

Those organizations that do invest in software assurance typically do so because of an overwhelming concern, such as loss of life, or to mitigate risk of financial disaster. As a consequence, they are not concerned about cost/benefit calculations, because they have to make the investment, regardless of the cost. The Space Shuttle is a good example of this. The Federal Aviation Association would also fit this model. We know that there are many organizations that should be investing in software assurance but are not. For example, many critical infrastructure systems are exposed. Manufacturers, software vendors, retailers, and professional service organizations, among others, are reluctant to spend more money in this area. We all know that executives will not stand for investing in improvement solely because it is the “right” thing to do, be it in software assurance or other areas.

Our research objective is to identify or develop a model that can be used to consistently document the costs and benefits associated with software assurance. This will allow us to build a database of case studies and hopefully give staff members and managers the needed ammunition to convince executives that investment in software assurance is worthwhile and will in fact benefit them in the long term.

Through an initial literature search, we identified 14 economic models that can be used to obtain IT value estimates. These models can be factored into four general approaches to valuation: investment oriented, cost oriented, environmental/contextual oriented, and quantitatively oriented.
We will justify and build a metamodel that encompasses the relevant common elements of these 14 models. Once that model is built and rationalized, we will conduct a one-year multitrack parallel study in commercial application that will compare the outcomes of the metamodel against results obtained for each of the source models.

The goal of the research is to validate that the variables and application methods embodied in the model can accurately characterize the economic value of software assurance and that this classification technique can be generally applied. The intention is to longitudinally gather and validate empirical data that will allow organizations to make decisions about the value of software assurance with a reasonable degree of confidence. We expect this to lead to the resolution of the following research questions:

- Is there a common empirical approach to valuation of software assurance?
- What are the correct elements of a software assurance valuation model?
- Is the value of assurance influenced by various levels of organizational maturity?
- Is the value of assurance influenced by various levels of sensitivity?

The primary deliverable of this project is a report that documents the metamodel, the projects studied, and the results of the study. We should also be able to develop a conference or journal paper if we have good results. Success criteria are our ability to develop such a model, obtaining actual data, and getting experimental results. Another measure of success is that organizations are willing to continue to apply the model in-house, with or without our help, and provide us with the results. The ultimate goal is that organizations will be able to assess the cost/benefit associated with software assurance and become willing to increase their investment in software assurance best practices.

If this project is successful, further work could take place under the umbrella of the Business Case Factors Team, and a data repository of cost/benefit data for software assurance could be established.
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13 Developing a Worm Calendar

Principal Investigator: Michael Collins

While a variety of worm defenses and identification mechanisms have been developed by the research community, relatively little research has been done on the current state of the practice in worm development. To support our work on analyzing worm trends, the CERT Network Situational Awareness Group has been developing a corpus called the Worm Calendar.

The Worm Calendar is an application that provides a structured schema for worm information. In comparison to existing repositories, the Worm Calendar formalizes many attributes (notably the methods of propagation) that are otherwise handled using natural language.

The Worm Calendar provides support for both operational facilities and research. For operational analysts, the Calendar can be used to identify how much “noise” in the network is the result of recent worm developments. For researchers, it provides an inventory of existing worms and rapid access to worms, with data on their methods of propagation, exploitation, and design family.

14 Development and Implementation of the IPFIX Flow Export Protocol Standard

Principal Investigator: Brian Trammell

A primary goal of the CERT Network Situational Awareness Group (NetSA) is to enhance security incident detection and response at the network level though the sharing of security-relevant network measurement data across organizational boundaries. One significant impediment to this effort is the wide variety of methods for representing and transporting this data. To that end, NetSA supports standardization efforts in this area.

The IP Flow Information Export Protocol (IPFIX) Working Group at the Internet Engineering Task Force is defining a standard protocol for the export and representation of IP flow information. The working group membership is international and includes representatives from router and meter vendors, telecommunications operators, and network measurement and security research groups. The standard defined by this group is expected to displace the variety of disparate methods for representing and communicating information about flows.

The contribution of NetSA to this effort is threefold.

First, we have contributed to the development of the protocol document into a draft standard.

Second, we are actively working to enhance the applicability of the standard to the research problems we face at NetSA. The addition of a method to represent bidirectional flow data was substantially completed in 2006 and is expected to be published as a Request for Comments in 2007. Future work includes a standard for extending the IPFIX message format as the basis for long-term storage of flow data, expected to be completed in 2007.

Third, the NetSA Engineering Team is building and maintaining a reference implementation of the IPFIX standard; libfixbuf is available under an open source license from http://tools.netsa.cert.org and successfully performed in two interoperability tests in March and November, 2006.
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Distributed Security Testing

Principal Investigator: Timothy Shimeall

Modern network defenses operate network wide, with a variety of controls supplied by host-based, perimeter-based, and interior-based software and hardware. As these defenses have grown, the technology to adequately test them has not kept pace. This research refines a series of capabilities to support adequate test of distributed, heterogeneous network defenses:

• principles for definition of detailed criteria to identify successful defense or revealingly unsuccessful defense
• methods for characterization of network behavior in sufficient detail to support artificial traffic generation
• techniques for collection of data regarding network defense from heterogeneous sources in a manner that is both trustable, auditable and suitable for analysis
• techniques for analysis of heterogeneous data to produce fused indications of defense behavior to be evaluated to assess the success criteria

The research is both theoretical and applied; these capabilities are being refined through a series of distributed tests of network security controls. We expect the development and refinement of these capabilities to enhance both the effectiveness of modern network defenses and the ability of defenders to understand the strengths and weaknesses of these defenses.

DNS Traffic Patterns

Principal Investigator: Sidney Faber

We studied large-scale domain name system (DNS) patterns in order to survey normal DNS traffic and identify anomalous and potentially malicious traffic. Because DNS access control can be difficult to effectively manage, permissive rules present some concern for network security. However, we found that the most significant security risks for DNS on the target networks were legitimate DNS servers with insecure configurations. We found that the most common misconfigurations involved DNS servers providing public recursion on domains for which they were not authoritative. Our findings largely confirm those found earlier by The Measurement Factory [1].

Another common misconfiguration involved forwarding of DNS queries to prisoner.iana.org, blackhole1.iana.org and blackhole2.iana.org. These queries represent reverse Pointer (PTR) lookups to private address spaces or attempted client DNS name registration when no local DNS server is available. Normally these queries should be contained within the local network. However, many networks forward this private addressing information to the public Internet.1

In addition to potential misconfigurations, we found that a study of user diagram protocol (UDP) packet flows yielded a wealth of information about a network’s DNS topology. We are able to profile DNS clients, gateways, local DNS servers, and authoritative DNS servers. In addition, we can identify which servers are most often used by clients within the monitored network. This data demonstrates the value of using summary data to build a topology of normal and abnormal behavior for large networks.
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Economics of Worm Development
Principal Investigator: Michael Collins

In this work, we attempt to predict the development of worms by modeling attackers as disinterested parties. We hypothesize that the majority of attacks over the internet are conducted by disinterested attackers; that is, the attacker has no special interest in a target except that the target is exploitable. It is possible, especially with automated attack tools, that attackers may not even be aware of the existence of some targets until after they are compromised by their tools.

We therefore hypothesize that attackers will develop tools to attack as large a target group as possible. To test this, we examined the prevalence of various worm designs in passively spreading peer-to-peer worms. These worms spread by masquerading as other applications (such as installers for a video game) on peer-to-peer filesharing networks like Gnutella. When activated, these worms duplicate themselves to the host’s filesharing partition in order to infect other targets.

We compare the creation of worms and their variants against the total population of major peer-to-peer networks. The resulting regression analyses show a direct relationship between the size of the market share of a peer-to-peer network and the number of new variants for a worm using that network [1]. Notably, this analysis shows no significant relationship between the number of new worms and the market share, but rather with the number of modifications and adoptions of existing worms for new use.

References
This hybrid scan detection system has been deployed for several months at a large client site. The performance advantages afforded by the more efficient TRW algorithm (along with incremental improvements to the logistic regression code) have reduced the hardware requirements by 90%, while also reducing the processing time for each batch of flow data. While initial tests of the hybrid system’s classification accuracy look promising, further testing and refinement of the system is planned for 2007.
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19 Network Traffic Studies of Managed Networks Using NetFlow

Principal Investigator: Sidney Faber

Very large networks present an interesting challenge when researchers attempt to determine how they are used. Data volume on dynamic, high-availability networks often precludes any detailed widespread or thorough traffic monitoring. This project has focused on using network flow data to understand wide-scale usage patterns on very large networks. Network flow data is a summary representation of traffic data collected and analyzed with the SiLK toolset [1].

We have found that managed networks—those that exercise controls to limit access—exhibit different utilization characteristics than unmanaged networks. Studies on unmanaged networks often record a high percentage of bandwidth dedicated to peer-to-peer file sharing applications [2, 3]. However, managed networks, even when using only rudimentary port-based access control lists, defeat most of the popular peer-to-peer protocols under their default settings. While a clever user can change settings and bypass these controls, most users will abandon the application, resulting in an overall reduction in bandwidth consumption.

These same port-based controls cannot provide effective throttling of streaming media applications because these generally operate over the same port as web traffic. We observed a widespread use of both streaming audio and video contributing significantly to resource utilization.
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Supporting Trust Decisions
Principal Investigator: Sven Dietrich

When Internet users are asked to make “trust” decisions they often decide badly. Implicit trust decisions include decisions about whether or not to open an email attachment or provide information in response to an email that claims to have been sent by a trusted entity. Explicit trust decisions are decisions made in response to specific trust- or security-related prompts such as pop-up boxes that ask the user whether to trust an expired certificate, execute downloaded software, or allow macros to execute. Attackers are able to take advantage of most users’ poor trust-decision making through semantic attacks.

It is not always possible for systems to make accurate trust decisions on a user’s behalf, especially when those decisions require knowledge of contextual information. The goal of this research is not to make trust decisions for users, but rather to develop approaches to support users when they make trust decisions. This work is being done in collaboration with Lorrie Cranor and others affiliated with the Center for Usable Privacy and Security [1]. It is sponsored by the U.S. National Science Foundation (Cyber Trust initiative) and ARO/CyLab.
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The YAF Flow Meter: Enhancing IP Flow Collection
Principal Investigator: Brian Trammell

YAF is an open source flow meter developed during 2006 by the CERT Network Situational Awareness Group. YAF\(^\text{1}\) generates unidirectional or bidirectional flow records from packets in libpcap\(^\text{2}\) dumpfiles, live packet capture over commodity network interfaces using libpcap, or live packet capture over specialized capture hardware (e.g., DAG cards from Endace). It uses the IPFIX (IP Flow Information Export) protocol, presently being standardized by the Internet Engineering Task Force [1], to represent and export the flow records it generates. This emerging standard was adopted in order to facilitate wider sharing of data generated by YAF across organizational boundaries.

In addition to being a reference Metering Process implementation for IPFIX, YAF supports the present and future research goals of the Network Situational Awareness Group. Because the IPFIX protocol uses templates in order to be self-describing and extensible, YAF can be rapidly updated to meet new requirements for flow data collection. Such requirements include those for extended TCP state information, layer-2 encapsulation information, and partial payload capture for application protocol analysis. This update occurs without requiring the definition of new flow export representations or the synchronized deployment of updated meters and collectors throughout a flow collection system.

2007 will see further enhancements to the flow data generated by YAF, including support for collection of flows on IPv6 networks, and wider deployment in the field.
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\(^{1}\) YAF stands for “Yet Another Flow Meter.”
\(^{2}\) libpcap is a basic format for saving captured network data.
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**Kirk Sayre**

Kirk Sayre is an expert in the function-theoretic mathematical foundations that are the basis for function extraction technology. He is currently working on development of the core rewriting engine for the FX system, as well as on formal testing for the system.

Prior to joining CERT, Sayre was a research professor at the University of Tennessee, where he developed an automated testing framework for the certification of generic scientific computing libraries. In his position at UT, Sayre also developed a CASE tool to support the editing and creation of rigorous sequence-based software specifications. This tool is currently being used on software projects at Oak Ridge National Laboratory and Bosch. Sayre has developed software in many different areas, including educational web applications, automated testing tools, CASE tools, medical devices, and weapons systems. He received a BS in Computer Science from Bucknell University in 1992, an MS in Computer Science from American University in 1994, and a PhD in Computer Science from the University of Tennessee in 1999.

**John Prevost**

Since arriving at CERT, John Prevost has worked primarily on database and user interface integration for the SiLK network data collection and analysis toolset. His past work is quite diverse, with a range that includes systems administration for the Carnegie Mellon School of Computer Science, developing data visualization software at MAYA Design, Inc., and designing database-backed web sites at ArsDigita.
His primary areas of research are function extraction, automated testing, statistical analysis of test data, and formal methods of software specification.

**Timothy J. Shimeall**

Timothy J. Shimeall is a senior member of the technical staff with the CERT Network Situational Awareness Group, where he is responsible for overseeing and participating in the development of analysis methods in the area of networked systems security and survivability. This work includes development of methods to identify trends in security incidents and in the development of software used by computer and network intruders. Of particular interest are incidents affecting defended systems and malicious software that are effective despite common defenses. Shimeall is also an Adjunct Professor of the CMU Heinz School of Public Policy and Management, with teaching and research interests focused in the area of information survivability. He is an active instructor in information security management and information warfare and has led a variety of survivability-related independent studies.

**Brian Trammell**

Brian Trammell is the technical lead of the Network Situational Awareness (NetSA) Group’s engineering team. His primary area of responsibility is the design, implementation, and deployment of network data collection and analysis tools for use by NetSA’s Analysis team, internet security analysts at NetSA’s sponsors, and the security-focused internet measurement community at large. He is active in the Internet Engineering Task Force, advancing standards for the representation, storage, and interchange of security-relevant network data in the IPFIX, PSAMP, INCH, and related working groups. He is the editor or co-author of several current Internet-Drafts.

Prior to joining NetSA, Trammell was a co-founder of Leapfrog Research & Development, LLC, a Pittsburgh-based software development firm; an engineer at PanGo Networks, Inc. in Pittsburgh, where he was principally responsible for the Site Surveyor component of the Proximity Platform; a UNIX System Administrator at the School of Civil and Environmental Engineering at the Georgia Institute of Technology; and a member of Georgia Tech’s Collaborative Software Laboratory. He is a current member of the ACM.

**Gwendolyn H. Walton**

Gwendolyn H. Walton is a senior member of the CERT technical staff. As a member of the Survivable Systems Engineering Team, she is currently involved in research on theoretical foundations for computation and automated analysis of software security attributes and function extraction for malicious code.

Prior to joining the SEI, Walton held faculty positions at Florida Southern College and the University of Central Florida. She published over 30 journal and conference papers and directed the research of 2 PhD students, 15 MS students, and 4 undergraduate students. Previously Walton served as President of Software Engineering Technology Inc.; Assistant Vice President, Division Manager, Project Manager, and Senior Systems Analyst for Science Applications International Corporation; Senior Data Systems Programmer for Lockheed Missiles and Space Company; and Research Associate for Oak Ridge National Laboratory.

Walton received her PhD in Computer Science, MS in Mathematics, and BS in Mathematics Education from the University of Tennessee. She is a senior member of IEEE and the IEEE Computer Society, a senior member of the Society of Women Engineers, and a member of the ACM.

**Rhiannon Weaver**

Rhiannon Weaver joined the CERT Network Situational Awareness Group in September 2006 and provides support to various research initiatives in the group through statistical and mathematical modeling.

Weaver holds a BS in Mathematics and BS in Computer Science from Penn State University and an MS in Statistics from Carnegie Mellon University. She is currently working on her PhD in Statistics at Carnegie Mellon. Her interests include scientific computing, Bayesian statistics, and dynamic hierarchical modeling.
Carol Woody
Carol Woody is a senior member of the CERT technical staff. Her research is focused on ways to address software design and development that improve the security of the implemented results. She is leading two research projects for the DoDo that are developing and validating the Survivable Analysis Framework.

Woody is a member of the Survivable Enterprise Management team in the CERT Program. She participated in the development of the Operationally Critical Threat, Asset, Vulnerability Evaluation (OCTAVE®) methodology for applying good security practices through risk management. In addition she developed and piloted a version of OCTAVE for use in K-12 schools and school districts.

Woody has over 25 years of experience in software development and project management covering all aspects of software and systems planning, design, development, and implementation in large complex organizations. Before coming to the SEI, she consulted for New York City as a strategic planner for the Administration of Children's Services addressing the financial technology needs of the $2 billion organization during the formulation of the agency and its transition through Y2K. She also managed the user testing for a timekeeping application purchased by NYC to handle 160,000 employees in over 100 agencies; activities involved included work force scheduling for police, fire, sanitation, and correction. Woody has a biographical citation in Who's Who in American Women and Who's Who in Finance and Industry. She is a member of IEEE, the ACM, and PMI.

Woody holds a BS in Mathematics from The College of William and Mary, an MBA with distinction from Wake Forest University, and a PhD in Information Systems from NOVA Southeastern University where she was elected to Upsilon Phi Epsilon, the international honor society for computing and information disciplines.
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